
Date Time Rptd: Framingham Police Department Incident No:

Framingham, MA

05/27/12 21:25 OFFENSE ~ INCIDENT REPORT I203619 /

Location: Cov Area: Date Time~of Occurence:

WAVERLEY ST / WTLDE AV A 05/27/12 21:25 05/27/12 21:49

Middlesex MA

Offense: WEAPONS-DANGEROIIS WEAPOI~T,CARRY

ASSAULT/BAT-Police Officer/Public Employee

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
M/V-5PEEDING,GREATER THAN REASONABLE/PROPER

Role: Phone:

Name: TINSLEY, MARK S OFFENDER -

Address: Drivers Lic: Social Sec:

Employer Name: Employer Address: Phone: (work)

WONDER BREAD
Type of Victim Date of Birth Inc Age Sup Age Height Weight Race Sex Resident

39 N A 6'02 230 B M N

Role: Phone:

Name: REARDON, GREGORY VICTIM

Address: 1 WILLIAM WELCH WY Drivers Lic: Social Sec:

FRAMINGHAM MA 01701 ~~1/~

Employer Name: Employer Address: Phone: (work)

~'RAMINGHAM POLICE
508) 872-1212

Type of Victim Date of Birth Inc Age Sup Age Height Weight Race Sex Resident
33 N A 5'09 170 W M N

Role: Phone;

Name: AVILA, DINIS G VICTIM

Address: 1 WILLIAM~WELCH WY Drivers Lic: Social Sec:

FRAMINGHAM MA 01702

Employer Name: Employer Address: Phone: (work)

Type of Victim Date of Birth Inc Age Sup Age Height Weight Race Sex Resident
34 N A 5'11 200 W M N

Role: Phone:

Name': SOCIETY, NIBRS VICTIM

Address: UNKNOWN Drivers Lic: Social Sec:

FRAMINGFiAM MA 017 01

Employer Name: Employer Address: Phone: (work)

Type of Victim Date of Birth Inc Age Sup Age Height Weight Race Sex Resident
N A

Incident Summary:

SEE NARRATIVE.
copy EMAILED TO MIDDLESEX SHERIFF 11/03/14

Investigating Officer: Date: Supervisor: Date:

311 GODINO, JOSEPH 05/27/12

Case Status: Approval Status:
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Date of Report: Framingham Police Department Incident No:
Framingham, MA

05/27/12 21:25 OFFENSE'/ INCIDENT REPORT CONTINUATION 1203619 /

Officer Narrative: GODINO, JOSEPH

1203619

.x y.
.. a

On 05/28/12 Ofc. Godino (passenger) and I (driver) were working the 4-12 shift in car 956.

At approximately 2117 hrs. we were on Hollis St. stopped at the red light by Pine St.

when we randomly queried MA Reg#876NC7 on our portable NIDT as the ve]aicle pulled out of

Pine St. and headed southbound on Hollis St. Once our light turned green I followed after

this vehicle while we awaited the results to return on our NIDT. As I followed this

vehicle it made a right turn onto Winthrop St., as did the vehicle behind it. Once I

reached Winthrop St., I also made the turn and began heading westbound on Winthrop St..

Once on Winthrop St, we noticed MA Reg#876NC7 was now accelerating to a very high rate of

'speed and was quickly out of our sight. (This area of Winthrop St. is a posted 25 mph

zone). Upon seeing this I activated my blue lights and passed the vehicle in front of me..

I then attempted to re-Locate this vehicle and travelled approximately 45 mph in an

attempt to catch up to the vehicle. However we were not able to Catch up to this vehicle

or even see the vehicle until we reached the red light at Waverly St., where it was

stopped at a red light behind another vehicle. It was during this time that Det. Godino

told me that the vehicle had come back to a male party with the last name Tinsley. I told

Det. Godino that I had arrested a Mr. Tinsley in the past but could not remember who or

for what.

Once this light turned green the vehicle made a left on to Waverly St. and we Followed

behiad it. Once we were on Waverly St., we activated our blue lights and stopped this

vehicle.

As I called in the vehicle's license plate and the location of our car stop, Det. Godino

exited our cruiser and began approaching the passenger side of the vehicle. I then exited

the cruiser aad also began to approach the driver's side. As I approached Det. Godino

(who had arrived up to the car before me) was moaitorin.g the male operator when he

observed him place one of his hands by the side of the driver's seat. Det. Godirio called

stigating o~~icer: ~ liaLe: ~ supervisor: ~ liate:
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over to me and told me tl~.at i.t looked like the driver was hiding something next to the

seat

As a result of what Det. Godino had told me, I did not walk all the way up to the driver's

door like I usually do, but instead remained by the rear passenger door while I tried to

observe the driver. While standing there I asked him for his license and registration. I

could see that he was going through his wallet looking for his license but I did not have

a very good field of view due to my positioning.

Det. Godino was able to see the driver and once again saw him reach down by the side of

the seat. Det. Godino again told me what he saw, except this time Det. Godis~.o told me to

get him out of the car because he was hiding something. When I didn.'t immediately ask the

driver to step out, Det. Godino quickly repeated himself, telling me to get the driver out

of the car. (At this time I was not sure exactly where the driver was reaching, only that

it was next to his seat. Det. Godino was able to see exactly where he was reaching and

later told me that it was under the seat in between the driver's door and his seat.)

Upon hearing this I asked the driver to step out o£ the vehicle. He then Looked up at me

and asked me why. I could hear Det. Godino once again say to me to get the driver out of

the car. I could see that the driver's hands were both touching his wallet so knowing

where his hands were I then opened the driver's door and again asked him to step out of

the vehicle.

The driver looked up at me and asked me why he had to get out of the vehicle. I told him

that I would be more then happy to explain to him why once we were at the rear of the

vehicle. The driver then told me that he was not going to get out of the vehicle. At

this time he and I were having a calm conversation during which I continued to calmly ask

him to exit the vehicle and he continued to refuse. Several more times he asked me why I

wanted him to exit the car and I continued to tell him that .I would explain it to him at

the rear of the vehicle.' 2 also told him that he was absolutely not under arrest at this

time and that once he exited the vehicle I was not even going to handcuff him, only speak

Investiga
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with him at tha rear of the car. However the male continued to refuse to get out of the

car. Y made note that he was wearing his seatbelt.

This part of the car stop went on for approximately 1 minute with me trying to calmly ask

tlse male to please step out of the vehicle close to 15-20 times. While I was speaking

with him it became quite obvious that this male was not going to comply with us and could

further escalate the situation. To prevent him from driving off and possibly causing a

pursuit or a danger to the public, Det. Godino reached in from the passenger side window

and shut off the car and removed the keys from the ignition, while 2 was speaking with the

driver. bet. Godino then called for back up. Ofc. Lurie and Ofc. Avila responded to

assist us. I was now becoming concerned of what the driver was worried about us finding

in his car and even more concerned that he may be armed. Therefore I continued to try anal

verbally talk him into exiting the vehicle, and was not at all about to try and pull him

out of the car due to officer safety concerns.

I continued to try and work with the driver and have him step out of the car. At one

point the driver said to me "I am willing to give you my license and registration like you

asked, but I am not getting out of the car". To stall the male until back up arrived, and

to get his ID in my hand 2 agreed that I would like his license and registration. He then

handed me his license from his wallet, and his registration which I believe he also had in

his hand. I did not look at these items, but instead just placed them in my pocket so

that I did not take my eyes off the non-compliant driver.

Once these items were in my hand I continued to ask the male to step out of the car, and

he continued to refuse. While speaking with him he said to me "I know that you are

Officer Reardon and I am not getting out of the car for you. Last time I did I got

arrested." I then asked him what his acme was and he told me "You have my ID right there,

you know my name." I made note that his hands were in his lap so I retrieved his licease

from my pocket and while still monitoring him, I looked at his license aad found that he

was Tinsley, Mark (~). I told Mr. Tinsley that I did not remember him, however I

did is fact remember his name from a drug arrest on Seaver St. a few years ago. I also

remembered that he was not only quite a bit bigger then me, but that he had a violent

ga
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criminal record and was from Boston.

Inci

1203619 /

2 attempted to work with him to get him to step out of the car as Ofc. Lurie and Ofc.

Avila were arriving and joining me at the driver's side of the vehicle. However, even

now with 4 officers on scene I still did not feel comfortable in trying to reach into this

vehicle and pull the driver out of the car for fear of what he may be hiding under his

seat. I continued to try and talk him out of the car, even with Ofc. Lurie now also

trying to talk to him and have him step out of the car.

However, Mr. Tinsley still refused. After almost 5 minutes of trying to talk Mr. Tinsley -

out of the car, and asking him approximately 80 times in a variety of ways, Mr. Tinsley

still refused to get out of the vehicle.

I heard Det. Godino request more assistance to our location over the radio. I also heard

the responding cruisers answer the radio call and knew that they were on the way. It was,

now getting to the point where we were going to have to pull Mr. Tiasley out of the

vehicle to prevent him from escalating the situation and possibly retrieving whatever

weapon I now believed he had under his seat or on his person.

As more back up cruisers were arriving to our location, Det. Godino saw and opportunity to

reach into the vehicle and unbuckle Mr. Tinsley'.s seatbelt. When he did this, we had to,

react fast to prevent him from re-buckling the seatbelt. Ofc. Lurie and I reached in and•

grabbed a hold of Mr. Tinsley as he tried to re-buckle his seatbelt, and we tried to pull

him out of the car and prevent him from re-buckling the seat belt. Ofc. Avila was then

able to reach in and help me hold on to Mr. Tinsley, while Ofc. Lurie was able to cut the

seatbelt. Det. Godino joined us on the driver's side and attempted to pull Mr. Tiasley

out of the car. However we were not able to get him out of the car at all. Ofc. Avila

then went to the passenger side of the vehicle and tried to push him out while we were

pulliag.

The whole time we tried to get Mr. Tinsley out of the car, he resisted our efforts. At

Investic7atinq O liate:
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one point I was trying to pull his left arm out of the car and he grabbed my left wrist

and pried me off of him. (Ofc. Avila later told me that as we were trying to pull him out

and he was resisting our efforts he continued to elbow Ofc. Avila in the chest area as he

would pull himself back into the car and away from us.)

The four of us (Ofc. Avila, Ofc. Lurie, Det. Godino, and I) continued to try and pull Mr.

Tinsley out of the vehicle unsuccessfully for approximately 30-45 seconds. During this

time 2 noticed that Mr. Tinsley had his xight leg pinned up against the steering wheel

which was making it impossible for us to pull him ov.t of the car. At one point I heard

someone call for pepper spray to be applied to Mr. Tinsley while he was in the vehicle.

However 2 told them not to deploy the pepper spray at that time due to the fact that I did

not want other officers to be contaminated/affected by the spray and not be able to see or

react in the event that Mr. Tinsley did in fact gain access to a weapon he had in the

vehicle.

As we continued to struggle with him, Ofc. Green. arrived and came over to assist us. Ofc.

Green was able to reach in the car and grab hold of Mr. Tinsley and then fall backwards,

pulling Mr. Tinsley out of the vehicle. Mr. Tinsley then began to flail his arms and try

and pull away from Ofc. Green at which time Ofc. Green tackled him to the ground. We then.

all tried to handcuff Mr. Tinsley while Ofc. Green held him on the ground, however Mr.

Tinsley continued to resist and pull away from us and not give us his hands. 2 then told

Ofc. Lurie to pepper spray Mr. Tinsley, which he did.

T was able to assist in getting Mr. Tinsley's right hand handcuffed, however we were still

having trouble getting his left hand behind his back. I then re-positioned myself by his

left shoulder and grabbed a hold of his left hand and pulled it behiad his back and handed

his hand to another officer (I'm not sure who it was) to try and handcuff him. However

Mr. Tinsley continued to resist them. I then threw a right knee strike to Mr. Tinsley's

left collarbone/upper shoulder area at which time I heard him say "Okay okay". Officers

then handcuffed his left hand.

We then lifted Mr. Tinsley up off the ground and seated him in the rear of Ofc. Green's

Investigating Officer: Date: I Supervisor: I Date:
311 GODINO. JOSEPH 05/27J12
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cruiser. As we were lifting him off the ground I observed a pocket knife and a wallet on

the ground under were Mr. Tinsley was lying. These items were later taken from the scene

by me. Upon looking over the knife I found that it was a SOG Flash 2 pocket knife. I

also found that this knife was spring loaded and locked into place when open. This knife

was later tagged and placed into evidence.

In Mr. Tinsley's wallet I located $301.00 in cash. The wallet was placed in a property

locker with the rest of Mr. Tinsley's property that he came in with when he was arrested.

While Mr. Tinsley was in Ofc. Green's cruiser I told Det. Godino to call for an ambulance

to look him over due to him being pepper sprayed as well as the force we had to use to

place him into custody. The ambulance later met Mr. Tinsley at the police station and he

was taken to the Izospital. Prior to him being transported to the hospital, Ofc. Green

searched Mr. Tinsley more thoroughly at the police station during which time he located a

glassine baggy with marijuana inside of it which was located in Mr. Tinsley's shorts under

his jeans. This marijuana was left for me in a property locker and 2 later tagged it and

placed it into evidence.

Det. Godino, Ofc. Avila and 2 began to search Mr. Tinsley's vehicle after the arrest.

However due to the blood and the glass as well as the fact that it was dark and difficult

to see, it was decided that the vehicle would be towed back to the station where it would

be searched. A tow truck was called and Det. Godino and I followed the vehicle back to

the station where it was placed in Sally port #2. Det. Lewis later searched the vehicle

and found a Marijuana Cigarette and a Boost Cell phone under Mr. Tinsley's driver's seat.

No other evidence was located i.n the vehicle.

Upon. the conclusion of this investigation Mr. Tinsley was charged with:

Ch. 272/53 Disorderly Person

Ch. 268/32B Resisting Arrest

Ch. 265/13D Assault and Battery on a Police Officer (2 Counts)

Ch. 269/10 (b) Possession of a Dangerous Weapon (Switch Blade)

Investigating Otticer: e:
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CIi. 30/17 Speeding (issued MA IIniform Citation #R1502629?

Ofc. Gregory M. Reardon, #283

-
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Date of Report:

05/28/12

ngham Police Depart'.
Framingham, MA

SUPPLEMENT REPORT

Location: WAVERLEY ST / WILDE AV ,M1~

Offense: M V-SPEEDING,GREATER THAN REASONABLE PROPER
ASSAULT/BAT-Police Officer/Public Employee
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
WEAPONS-DANGEROUS WEAPON,CARRY

Victims: REARDON, GREGORY Accused:
AVILA, DINIS G
SOCIETY, NIBRS

Officer Narrative: LEWIS, ROBERT

CASE# 1203619 - SUPPLEMENTAL

Incident No:

esex, riA

1203619 - 1

On 5/27/12 Y, Detective Robert J. Lewis, was at the station in the booking area when I was

told that there was a belligerent disorderly prisoner coming into the station with Officer

Green and that he might need help. I was at the booking counter and overheard Lt. Wareham

say don't get him out until I get my Taser ready. I then witnessed Officer Green escort a

black male into the booking area and I immediately recognized this male as Mark Tinsley

(DOB ), I have had prior interaction with Tinsley and he is known to members of the

Narcotics Unit and Street Crimes Unit as an active drug dealer in town. Taylor was

belligerent and hostile towards the police he was screaming and yelling and Lt. Wareham

had his Taser up and in the ready position in case Tinsley acted up again. Lt. Wareham was

giving commands to Tinsley to calm down. and stop flailing around or else he would possibly

be tased. Framingham Fire and Medics were on scene and it appeared that Tinsley had a

small laceration over his eye and that he was pepper sprayed in the facial area. Medics

took custody of Tinsley and Officer Green escorted Tinsley to the Hospital.

I was assigned by Sgt. Ruiz to conduct an inventory of Tinsley's motor vehicle that was

towed to the station. I located a small cigar wrapper with a green leafy substance inside

that through my traia.ing and experience I believed was a marijuana blunt. The blunt was

warm to the touch and was located under the front driver's seat. I also located a blue

boost mobile phone. I took custody of both items and placed them into evidence. I also

went to the hospital and took pictures of the injuries to Tinsley and of his motor vehicle

at the station. All pictures were placed oa a CD and also entered into evidence.

Respectfully submitted,

Detective Robert J. Lewis #308

Narcotics Unit

Investigating Otticer:

e SLaLus:

te:

aLus:
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Investigating Officer: Date: Approved By: ~ Date:

308 LEWIS, ROBERT 05/28/12 __
Case Status: Approval Status:
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ate of Report:
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Location: WA 0

ham Police Department
Framingham, MA

SUPPLEMENT REPORT

Offense: M/V-SPEEDING,GREATER THAN REASONABLE/PROPER
ASSAULT/BAT-Police Officer/Public Employee
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
WEAPONS-DANGEROUS WEAPON,CARRY

Victims: REARDON, GREGORY Accused:
AVILA, DINTS G
SOCIETY, NIBRS

Officer Narrative: GODINO, JOSEPH

1203619

esex, r1A

.~

1203619 - 3

On May 27th, 2012, Ofc. Greg Reardon and I, Det Joe Godino were working the 4-12 shift in

car 956. At approximately 2117 hours we were on Hollis St traveling southbound in 956

when we stopped at a red light by Pine St. We then observed Mass Reg 876NC7 (Nissan

Maxima) pulling out of Pine Street onto Hollis street heading southbound. I performed a

randomly query on our portable NIDT. We then proceeded to follow this vehicle while we

awaited the results to return on our NIDT.

We observed this vehicle take a right turn onto Winthrop St and travel down this road at a

high rate of speed. This area of Winthrop St. is a posted 25 mph zone and the vehicle was

going at least 45-50 mph from my estimations.

At this time we activated our lights and sirens to pass a few vehicles in order to catch

up to the Nissan and perform a motor vehicle stop of it. At the intersection of Winthrop

St and Waverly St we once again observed the vehicle stopped at a red light behind another

vehicle. It was during this time that I observed that the NIDT results came back to a

Markeyse Tinsley-Pryor ~.

We observed the vehicle take a left once the light turned green on to Waverly St. and we

followed behind it. Once we were on Waverly St., we activated our blue lights again aad

performed a stop of this vehicle.

I exited our vehicle as Ofc Reardon radioed to dispatch the stop location and plate info.

2 approached the vehicle on the passenger side and observed that the driver was looking

back over his left shoulder towards the driver's side of his vehicle in an effort that I

Investigating Officer: llate:

311 GODINO, JOSEPH ~ 05/28/12
Case Status: Approval Status:
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Incident No:

1203619 - 3

believed was to see Ofc. Reardon approaching his side. I took this time to close the gap

between me and his passenger side window and I quickly appeared just outside the passenger

window and I observed the Drivers to be moving about the vehicle and placing his left hand

between his left thigh and the driver's door. I observed the driver sit up a little in

his seat and I believed that he was placing/hiding something either along the seat and the

driver's door or under his buttock. I illuminated my flash light and shined it inside the

vehicle causing the operator (Later identified as Mark Tinsley ~) to look over

towards me. Having his attention towards me I alerted Ofc Reardon (who was walking up on

the driver's side of the vehicle) that the Mr. Tinsley appeared to be hiding something and

had his left hand still tucked behind his left thigh and told Officer Reardon to get him

out of the vehicle.

I then observed that Mr. Tinsley placed his hands between his legs where he had a wallet

and a cellphone placed. I did not see these items in his hands before he placed them

between his legs. I believed that he had these items between his legs the entire time,

prior to his movements near the driver's door and his buttocks.

I then observed Mr. Tinsley look back towards Ofc Reardon's location and observed that he

again placed his left hand between his left thigh and the underneath of driver's door and

then between his legs. I informed Ofc Reardon to get the Mr. Tinsley out of the car.

I then observed Ofc Reardon have a conversation with Mr. Tinsley but could not hear what

was being said. I then opened the passenger door so I could hear what was being said. I

then told Mr. Tinsley to get out of the car and to keep his hands visible.

Ofc. Reardon continued to speak with Mr. Tinsley, at this time I realized that the vehicle

was still running so 2 reached in and removed the keys from the ignition quickly while Mr.

Tinsley's attention was on Reardon. I then placed the keys on the roof of the car. I

then radioed to dispatch to start additional units to our location. 2 radioed to dispatch

several other times during the course of the stop to send additional units. The reason

for this was that Mr. Tinsley was refusing to get out of the vehicle and becoming agitated

at Officer Reardon's and my requests and then orders to step out of the vehicle. I lost

Investigating Officer: Date: Approved By: I ) Date:

311 GODINO, JOSEPH 05/28/12
Case Status: Approval Status:
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count on the exact number of time Officer Reardon and I asked him to get out of the

vehicle but I estimate it was well over 50 times.

Officer Avila and Lurie arrived on scene and walked to the driver side of the vehicle near

Reardon. I informed Officer Avila and Lurie that the driver would not get out of the car

and was seen moving his hands around the seat and driver's door area. With Mr. Tinsley's

attention now on Reardon, Avila and Lurie I quickly reached in an un-did Mr. Tinsley's

seat belt and flipped it over his waist towards the driver's door. I then quickly pulled

` -'s;< ~'
myself back out of the car. At this time Officer Avila came to the passenger side of the

car with me and I moved over to the driver side with Officer Reardon and Lurie.

I observed that Ofc. Reardon and Ofc. Lurie attempted to pull Mr. Tinsley out of the

vehicle. As I got to the driver's door I observed that Ofc Avila was in the passenger's

side of the vehicle and I observed that Mr. Tinsley threw his right elbow and forearm

towards the chest and facial area of Ofc Avila several times. I made note that Mr.

Tinsley's actions during the motor vehicle stop went from Passive resistant to Active

resistant to Assaultive and I then used Assaultive countermeasures to assist in regaining

control of the situation. The assaultive measures, that I deployed included closed fist

strikes to the facial and chest area of Mr. Tinsley while he was seated in the driver seat

of the car. Mr. Tinsley reacted by continuing to resist Ofc Reardon's, Lurie's and

Avila's methods of trying to remove him. Mr. Tinsley used his knees and the seat belt to

try to secure him-self further in the vehicle. Ofc Lurie had to cut the seatbelt with his

knife to free it from Mr. Tinsley.

I radioed to dispatch to start additional units and was told later that Mr. Tinsley could

be heard yelling over my radio transmission.

I observed that Ofc Lurie also deployed Assaultive.countermeasures to assist in regaining

control of the situation and he called for pepper spray to be deployed but it was not at

this time due to the potential for Officers to be cross sprayed.

As we continued to struggle with Mr. Tinsley, Ofc. Green at this time arrived and came

over to assist us. Ofc. Green, Avila, Reardon, Lurie and I were all able at this time to

stiaatinQ Officer: ~ Date: ~ Approved By:

GODINO
Status:
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grab hold of Mr. Tinsley (Which was difficult as there was blood on Mr. Tinsley arms which

made it hard to get a grip of his arms). Once outside of the driver's door Mr. Tinsley

began to flail his arms and try and pull away from us in an attempt to run out of our hold

of him. He was then tackled to the ground ending up face down. I then removed my

Handcuffs from my pocket and was able to get a hold of his right wrist which he was

attempting to hide under his face. 2 was concerned that Mr. Tinsley might attempt to bite

me as he was pulling his right hand down by his neck and chest. I pushed his head down

and used my weigh to get his hand as far away from his mouth. I placed the cuff on his

right wrist and had to pull his hand towards his back.. Ofc. Green and Ofc Reardon had to

assist me in getting Mr. Tinsley right hand behind his Lower back. Mr. Tinsley continued

to resist and would not display his left hand for us. Ofc. Lurie then deployed pepper

spray to Mr. Tinsley facial area.

Mr. Tinsley continued to flail his left arm even after being peppered sprayed. Ofc.

Reardon then deployed a knee strike near the shoulder area and I was then able to gain

control of Mr. Tinsley left hand as he at this time seemed to comply and give up fighting.

We then lifted Mr. Tinsley up off the ground and seated him in the rear of Ofc. Green's

cruiser. As we were lifting him off the ground we observed a pocket knife and a wallet on

the ground under were Mr. Tinsley stomach area was when he was lying on the ground. I

later learned that the knife was spring loaded and the wallet belonged to Mr. Tinsley.

At this time I observed that Traffic had stopped in both directions, I saw that several

neighbors had come out of their houses to see what was going on. I observed that Officer

McCarthy, Officer Blue, Officer Pisano, Officer Langmeyer and 3 Mass state troopers had

all responded to our location.

I then observed Lt Divittorio had arrived on scene and he came to me and 2 briefed him on

what had transpired.

At this time I consulted with Officer Reardon about having an ambulance look over Mr.

Tinsley due to him being pepper sprayed and force being used (Which resulted in facial
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cuts) to place him into custody.

Lt. Divittorio had Ofc. Green transport Mr. Tinsley to the police station to meet the

ambulance. Mr. Tinsley was subsequently transported by ambulance to the hospital.

I later learned that Lt. Wareham had to pull out his Taser and train it on Mr. Tinsley

while he was in the booking area; Det Lewis submitted a supplemental on his observations

while at the booking area. I also learned that a bag of Marijuana was found inside of Mr'.

Tinsley's pants by Officer Green.

The vehicle was removed from the roadway per Lt Divittorio, and towed back to the station.

We followed the vehicle from the scene to the station.

Once at the station I made Lt Divittorio and Lt Wareham aware that Ofc: Green, Ofc

Reardon, Ofc Lurie and I requested that exposure forms be filled out for us as a result of

having Mr. Tinsley blood on our arms and clothing. 2 also made them aware that I

requested an injury report be made out as I had injured my right wrist and right hand. I

also received a scratch to my left elbow. 2 took a photo of the bruise that developed on.

my right hand and the scratch on my left elbow.

Please see Officer Reardon's report for charges.

Respectfully Submitted

Det. Joseph Godino #311
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Supplemental report

t NO:

1203619 - 4

On 05/29/12 2, Sgt. Jorge Ruiz was assigned to the narcotics unit and was working the 4-12

shift. At approximately 2145 hrs I was in the interview room in the police station

interviewing a female prisoner. Detective Lewis, who had exited the interview room

momentarily returned from the booking area and advised me to "take a look" in the booking

area.

Upon looking into the booking area I noted Lt. Wareham standing in front of a black male

who was seated on the concrete bench. The male, who I did not recognize at the time

appeared to be bleeding from the facial area and appeared to have been pepper sprayed.

Lt. Wareham was holding a Taser in the "low ready" position and was telling the male who

was being belligerent, to calm down. At this time members of the Framingham fire dept and

paramedics arrived and placed the male who was handcuffed onto a stretcher and placed him

into the back of the ambulance. The male, who I later learned was Mark Tinsley, was

transported to the hospital to receive medical attention.

I then responded to the hospital emergency room to follow up on Tinsley's injuries. Once

at the hospital, the nurse who was attending to Tinsley informed me that he had a 3'

laceration above his left eye, a`broken finger and possibly a fractured nose. As I waited

for the arrival of the attending physician, I noted that Tinsley continued to be

beligerant. He continually yelled at the hospital staff and me for no apparent reason.

At one point Tinsley looked at me as I was standing in the hallway and stated that the

officers didn't have to treat him the way they did. He went on to inform me that he did

not need to get out of his vehicle as Reardon had told him to. I advised Tixisley that he
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should have exited the vehicle upon being asked to. Tinsley stated "2 am a grown ass man,

I got kids who are 21 and I didn't need to get out of my car and I wasn't getting out for

nobody". 2 tried to explain to Tinsley that it was a lawful order and that he should have

exited the vehicle, but he did not agree and again stated that he was not going to get out

of the car and that he was sick and tired of being "fucked with" by the police. Tinsley

continued to be belligerent and aggressive towards the hospital staff until he was given

an injection, after which he calmed down and appeared to be sleepy.

I was later informed by the hospital staff that Tinsley would need to be admitted to the

hospital as the injury to his finger was a compound fracture and would possibly need

surgery. I returned to the police station where I advised Lt. Divittorio of Tinsley's

status and he arranged to have Tinsley released per the bail commissioner.

2 instructed Detective Lewis to search and photograph the vehicle Tinsley had been

operating when he was stopped. I also instructed Detective Lewis to respond to the

hospital with a camera and photograph Tinsley's injuries, which he did. A copy of the CD

that contained the photographs was logged into evidence by Detective Lewis.

Respectfully submitted,

Sgt Jorge Ruiz #276
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Location: WAVERLEY ST / WILDE AV ,MA Middlesex, MA

Offense: M V-SPEEDING,GREATER THAN REASONABLE PROPER
ASSAULT/BAT-Police Officer/Public Employee
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
WEAPONS-DANGEROUS WEAPON,CARRY

Victims: REARDON, GREGORY Accused:
AVILA, DIMS G
SOCIETY, NIBRS

Officer Narrative: LURIE, JASON

1203619 ( Supplemental)

Waverly Street / Wilde Ave

M/V Stop

S: Mark Tinsley DOB

i~

While on duty on May 28th. Street Crimes Detectives called out on a M/V Stop by Waverly

Street and Wilde Ave and asked for assistance. 2 responded along with other Officers. On

my way to the call the Officers who were on scene asked again for the area cars to come

and assist them. Upon my arrival there was a man in a car later identified as Mr. Tinsley

out of control screaming and yelling.

He kept refusing many requests to get out of the car by Detective Godino and Reardon and

was becoming more agitated and irrational. I was unable to see Mr. Tinsley's right hand

and wasn't sure if he might have had a weapon or anything else in the car that he didn't

want us to see. We proceeded to pull Mr. Tinsley out of the car. Officer Avila was on the

passenger side of the car trying to push Mr. Tinsley out but he started hitting Officer

Avila with his elbow around his head area, That's when 2 started to give Mr. Tinsley

closed hand strikes to get him out of the car, I also tried to give him some knee strikes

but he pulled himself back into the car. Mr. Tinsley also wrapped the seat belt around

his body so he could not come out of the car. Where the situation was becoming more

dangerous I took out my utility knife and cut the seat belt enabling me to use an arm bar

takedown to get Mr. Tinsley out of the car.

Once on the ground Mr. Tinsley was still resisting and being non complaint, there was also

blood all over the scene. I then used my pepper spray on him and with the help of other

Officers put both hands behind his back for Officer Green to handcuff him. Upon standing
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Mr. Tinsley up a folding knife was found along with his wallet underneath his stomach.

Both items were placed in evidence bags by detectives. The knife appeared to be an illegal

automatic knife.

After Mr. Tinsley was transported to the Police Station and then after to the Metro west

ER.

I returned to the station to clean up and fix my uniform. I suffered scrapes and bruises

to my left elbow and knee.

Officer Lurie #302
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